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What does being a
 ‘good writer’ mean to you?



-clarify thinking by sorting out and 
expressing thoughts and feelings;

-keep in mind the purpose for which 
they are writing;

-produce writing that reflects their 
capacity for independent critical 
thought;

-find their voice and reflect on a 
widening range of perspectives;

-think creatively about topics and 
concerns of interest to them; 

Successful writers:

*p. 12 Ontario Ministry of Education. (2006) The Ontario Curriculum Grades 1-8: Language. Toronto: Queen’s Printer.



Step 1: Finding your poet’s eye 

What does Zoe see when 
she looks at the pencil 
sharpener?  How do you 
know?

What do you see 
through your 
“poet’s eye”?



Ceiling launch
Whole class carpet discussion: 
What could it be?
● share 2-3 ideas

Partner up: What could it be? 
● start to create a web with the 

possibilities for the ceiling 
● 2 minutes

Give One, Get One strategy
● students give and take one idea to add 

to their webs as they move around the 
room  



What do you see 
through your 
“poet’s eye”?



Step 2: Poetry museums

Everyday ‘found’ items:
* marbles * clothespins

   * shells    * feathers

● birthday candles
● buttons
● elastic bands
● paperclips
● lego bricks
● centicube/unifix cube

Option: Themed Collections



Step 2: Poetry museums (continued)
(2 class periods)

1. Set up as exhibits that students rotate through 
(enough exhibits for 4 students/station)

2. Limit amount of time at each station – 
keep things moving (watch your audience)

3. Students create idea webs for each of the 
stations.

4. Encourage and celebrate moments of 
discussion, exploration, flexibility and group 
skills. 



1. Look at this marble through your 
‘poet’s eye’:

2.   Record all of your ideas in a list or   
      web. 

3.  Don’t overthink! All ideas count. 
    Record without judgment.

* Star two of the ideas you are most 
interested in thinking about more.marble  

Step 2: Poetry museums (continued)



Be ready for...

Assessment FOR Learning 

● students will describe the item 
           (round, made of glass, rolls, etc.)

● students who are typically strong technical writers may struggle 
to find their “poet’s eye”  

● students who typically struggle with formal structured writing 
tasks (e.g., paragraph writing, punctuation rules) will often 
experience success 



● Sample student web

Assessment FOR Learning 

● student will become stuck on the 
shape of the item 

● student is reluctant to take risks

● Teacher prompt: direct them to a 
characteristic other than the shape 
(colour, design, texture)

“What are some other things that 
are _______?”



● Sample student web

Assessment FOR Learning 

● look for flexibility in ideas/thinking 

● notice and name the variety of ideas

● look and listen for cooperative 
group skills 

● highlight the fact that some of their 
webs have more ideas than others 
(connection to “real authors”)



Writer Workshop Model
Whole class mini-lesson: 
● using one idea from the class ceiling 

web as a model

You try!
● students use their individual ideas to 

practice the modelled 
strategy/technique

Sharing/Feedback/Reflection
● opportunities to debrief difficult 

moments
● partner sharing (elbow partner)
● feedback (students and teacher)



(1 class period)

Ceiling      Surface of the moon

-lights
-up above us
-high
-tiles
-white
-stains

-craters
-dusty
-astronauts planted 
a flag
-low gravity
-night sky
-glowing
-reflecting light

List words and phrases to describe both the real object and your ‘poet’s eye’ object. 
Who?   What?   Where?   When?   Why?

Step 3: Adding on 



   marble                “globe”

List words and phrases to describe both the real object and your ‘poet’s eye’ object. 
Who?   What?   Where?   When?   Why?

Step 3: Adding on (continued) 

-round
-shiny
-rolls
-play with it
-colours
-glass
-games 

-round
-water
-land
-countries
-spins
-classroom



Naming and noticing

1. Look for evidence of craft happening        
(or possibilities for it to happen). 
Discuss examples with the whole group.

2. Hand out poetry exemplars to students. 
Students highlight specific lines they feel are 
effective. These examples are then used to 
introduce craft moves.

(1-2 class periods)

Step 4: Exemplar exploration 



Exemplar exploration

Partnerships
● highlight single words or 

phrases that have 
“swagger” 

● noticing (and maybe 
naming) elements of craft



Developing writers

-stagger the introduction of the moves

-use the highlighted student exemplar 
texts
  
-name and model 2 moves/day from the 
exemplars using the ceiling shared writing 
T chart

Follow up: students try out the days’ 
craft moves with their own T charts

Step 5: Adding craft moves (continued)



Step 5: Adding craft moves

Beginning writers

-introduce 1 or 2 moves (repetition and alliteration)

-use the pencil sharpener launch text or another 
very short text that uses the craft move 

-name and notice together

-model using the ceiling shared writing T chart

-follow up: students try out the move with their 
own T charts.

(2-3 class periods)



Experienced writers

-introduce both poetry and other 
writing exemplars

-create a master list of craft moves 
based on what they highlighted or 
noticed in the exemplars 

-beside each listed move, record an 
example from the exemplar beside it 
for reference.

-follow up: students choose from the 
list of craft moves and add to their T 
charts

Step 5: Adding craft moves (continued)



Sample craft moves

Repetition (Rule of 3)
-encourage students to look at their T charts for powerful 
solo words that could be repeated for greater effect.

, dusty, dusty
, high, high



Repetition
-students may also look at their T charts for strong phrases 
that capture the ‘big idea’ or message of their poem
-they star or highlight these phrases for later use

*

-all alone

Sample craft moves



Alliteration
-students look to see if words can be paired together based 
on initial letter sounds or stretch out an idea by adding a 
second word with the same sound 

 and wonderful

“crusty craters”

Sample craft moves



Similes and Metaphors
-students identify adjectives or verbs that they have 
recorded on their T charts and stretch these into similes and 
metaphors  

like a jewel in the sky

Sample craft moves



Personification
-students assign human feelings, thoughts, actions, etc. to an 
inanimate object

laugh at us

shivers and shakes

Sample craft moves



Sample craft moves

Student samples 



Step 6: Drafting
(1-2 class periods)

Up above us the moon is filled with crusty craters. The 
white and wonderful moon glows like a jewel in the sky. It 
is all alone in the night sky. It shivers and shakes. The 
astronauts planted a flag on the dusty, dusty, dusty 
surface. Up above us the moon reflects light.  



Step 7: Line breaks (Revision) (1-2 class periods)

I think there are a hundred bees 
inside the pencil sharpener, and they 
buzz and buzz and buzz until my 
point is sharp!

Line breaks...
• slow down or speed up the way the poem is read.
• create dramatic tension or surprise for the reader.
• draw special attention to powerful words or ideas. 



Up above us the moon is filled with crusty 
craters. The white and wonderful moon 
glows like a jewel in the sky. It is all alone in 
the night sky. It shivers and shakes. The 
astronauts planted a flag on the dusty, dusty, 
dusty surface. Up above us the moon 
reflects light.  

The white

the

wonderful

sky

jewel

in 

a

moon

like

and

glows

1. Choose one of the sections from the shared poem. 
2. Write each word on a separate card.
3. Stick the words on your whiteboard or place on your carpet area. 
4. Invite volunteers to move the cards into different line formations.
5. Read the new poem – drawing attention to how the line breaks affect the 
reading. 

 

Step 7: Line breaks (continued)



The white

the

wonderful

skyjewel in 

amoon likeand glows

The white
and wonderful
moon
glows like a 
jewel in the sky

 

The white and
wonderful moon
glows
like a 
jewel
in 
the 
sky 

 

The white and wonderful 
moon
glows
like a jewel
in the 
sky 

 

Step 7: Line breaks (continued)



Up/ above us// the moon/ is filled 
with crusty craters. //The white// 
and wonderful/ moon/ glows// like a 
jewel/ in the sky./ It is/ all alone/ in 
the night/ sky. / /It shivers /and 
shakes. /The astronauts// planted /a 
flag/ on the /dusty, /dusty, /dusty 
/surface. / Up above us// the moon / 
reflects /light. / 

Step 7: Line breaks (continued)



Step 8: Revision

Up above us
the moon
is filled with crusty craters 
the white
and wonderful
moon glows
like a jewel
in the sky
it is all alone
in the night sky 

Up above us
the moon
is filled with crusty craters 
the white
and wonderful
it glows
like a jewel
in the sky
it is all alone
in the night sky 

(1-2 class periods)



Poet’s Eye 2.0   (experienced writers)
(1-2 class periods)

High, high, high. The tiles smile their mysterious stains 
and laugh at us. White and wonderful. The light reflects 
downward. Glowing like a jewel in the sky. Dusty craters. 
Awaiting an astronauts flag. All alone. In the night sky. 



(1-2 class periods)

Poet’s Eye 2.0   (experienced writers)



1. Poetic annotation

-provide a copy of one of the selected poems without its title

-encourage students to track their thinking through the text with pencil 
annotations

Poet’s Eye 2.0  



(1-2 class periods)

Poet’s Eye 2.0   (experienced writers)



(1-2 class periods)

Poet’s Eye 2.0   (experienced writers)

Exemplar poems:

Dandelion
Key

Fireworks
Marbles




